
 Introduction

Can China be a global leader on climate

change and the environment?

 

China’s influence on many markets is

unparalleled because of its size and

economic weight. It is now the world’s

largest single importer of soy, beef and

timber and the second-largest of palm

oil.  It is also the world’s largest creditor.

This means it has a unique economic and

political influence on the future of the

global environment. While China’s

impact on climate change – and role in

addressing it – is increasingly well

understood, the importance of its

contribution to both protecting and

restoring the natural world is perhaps

less so. 

Yet tackling climate change and

restoring biodiversity are two sides of the

same coin; the world will not be able to

achieve either unless it delivers both.

There are many dimensions to the

environmental debate and China’s place

within it, but in this piece I will consider

in particular the country’s global

footprint. 
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As we face a crisis of forest loss around

the world which threatens to make

climate targets unreachable while

cutting a devastating swathe through

biodiversity populations and

threatening the livelihoods of local

communities, China’s actions will be

critical in determining whether we can

eliminate deforestation from global

supply chains.

China famously takes a long-term view,

so while it is imperative to tackle the

immediate threats of climate change,

the country is well positioned to help

drive a restoration of nature in the

decades to come that is essential to

securing our whole planet’s long-term

stability. In the last few years China has

declared its commitment to build an

ecological civilisation and,

domestically, put in place extensive

environmental protection legislation

and emphasised the value of

ecological red lines. Reducing its huge

overseas footprint will require

competing and contradictory

objectives to be balanced; national

growth and greener development

alongside global environmental

stewardship and protection.  

China’s actions on the environment

matter to the UK as to the whole world

– without it, global targets will simply

not be met. There is a real opportunity

this year for the UK to work with China

to ensure successful outcomes both at

the Convention on Biological Diversity

(CBD) COP15 which the Chinese will

host in Kunming, and at the UK-hosted

Climate Change COP26 in late 2021.

Working together, China and the UK

can steward the world towards the

ambitious outcomes needed from

these meetings.

The scale of the challenge

Over the past two decades China’s

demand for soft commodities

(including soybeans, palm oil, beef,

timber and forest-related products)

have increased rapidly and its

producers and markets have

become global. In the last ten years,

approximately 40% of tropical forest

destruction was driven by

agricultural expansion to grow

commodities like soy, palm oil and

beef, along with industrial-scale

logging for timber. This

deforestation and resulting

ecosystem damage has a worldwide

impact, contributing approximately

23% of global greenhouse gas

emissions and posing an

unprecedented threat to wildlife.

China’s position as such a major

importer of these commodities

means its role is vital – alongside

other blocs like the EU – in ensuring

that trade agreements do not

directly or indirectly incentivise

deforestation or other habitat

destruction through, for example,

tariff-free access to commodities

that contribute to wide-scale

deforestation. There is an

opportunity through collaboration

with other major markets - 

the EU, the United States and India -

for China to fuel a transition to a more

sustainable future.

China's global role

With less than a decade to tackle

dangerous climate change actions

must be put in place now if we are to

succeed, and CBD COP15 and COP26

are a moment for global ambition.

President Xi Jinping has made very

vocal and visible commitments to a

number of climate targets, such as

lowering carbon dioxide emissions per

unit of GDP, increasing the share of

non-fossil fuels in primary

consumption and increasing forest

stock. These are welcome domestic

priorities, but just as important is

greening China’s, and the world’s,

supply chains.

2021 will define action on preserving

and using forests for the next decade;

getting this right will have a huge

influence on whether we can succeed

in the fight against climate change.

China can and should play a critical

role in bringing other countries

together to establish a framework and

set out a roadmap to reduce the risks

to tropical forests.
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Action is needed both nationally and

within a global framework under which

consumer countries would recognise

producer country legality systems. If

China, with its increasing consumption

of commodities, is able to follow a

more sustainable path, it can set an

example for other growing economies

and help with the objective of bringing

all consumer countries into an

international rules-based system

setting out minimum standards for

trade and investment, eliminating

illegal trade and incentivising the legal.

China’s 14th 5-year plan, announced

this year, presents opportunities to

focus on commodities. It makes the

case that sustainability contributes to

security and stability of supply chains,

strengthens the management of

imported agricultural commodities

and commits to international co-

operation on agricultural trade.

The legality provision in the latest

China Forest Law amendment is a

significant step in strengthening the

accountability and regulatory approach

for tropical timber. It has the potential

to be transformational given that China

accounts for one third of all global

timber imports and the impact its

actions will have on producer countries.

The discussion around commodity

value chains should be reframed

through the lens of climate change (as

opposed to just trade), with China

taking a leading role by ensuring the

legality of all its soft commodity

imports. 

Chinese leadership on the ‘greening’ of

these value chains, as well as being an

example to the world, would also help

it meet its climate change, biodiversity

and sustainable development

commitments under environmental

treaties.

We are proud of our achievements over

that period, including the

establishment of a network of giant

panda nature reserves, the protection

of millions of hectares of wetland

through the Yangtze Basin wetland

conservation network and the

certification of large areas of forest. 

We have worked closely with the

Chinese authorities on a wide range of

environmental issues, not least the

illegal wildlife trade, and we celebrated

the country’s ban on the domestic ivory

trade, implemented at the end of 2017,

which will be critical in the

conservation of elephant populations

across the world.

continues......
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Conclusion

Can China be a global leader on

climate change and the

environment?

It undoubtedly can, but more than

that, its political and economic

leadership will have an immense

influence on whether the world is

able to address forest and

ecosystem loss linked to

commodities, tackle climate change

and build back better – so that

leadership matters to all of us,

including here in the UK.

As an organisation, WWF has been

active in China since 1980, when we

were invited to be the first

international NGO to work on

conservation in the country.
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At last year’s Climate Ambition Summit

in the UK, China made important

commitments to increase renewables

and expand forest cover by 6 billion

cubic metres, following on from the

country’s net zero commitment earlier

in 2020. There is real progress, but of

course we are urging China to do more;

it is embarking on a journey now, and

has huge potential to shape the world’s

environment for the better if it follows a

sustainable path.

China should embrace the Leaders’

Pledge for Nature – now endorsed by

85 countries and territories, and

committing to reverse biodiversity loss

by 2030.

Leaders on the Pledge are sending a

united signal about the need to step

up global ambition and encourage

others to match their collective

determination to develop policies for

nature, climate and people that are

commensurate with the scale of the

crisis at hand. China’s endorsement of

the Pledge would be a hugely

significant moment.

And it is clear that China has a

particular role to play in establishing a

global framework to ensure the survival

of forest lands for the benefit of future

generations, reinforcing the essential

link between restoring nature and

tackling climate change, and thereby

helping build a stable future for all.

Follow UKNCC on Twitter:
@UkCommittee

Or Linkedin at:
linkedin.com/company/ukcommittee

About the UKNCC

The UKNCC is designed to help the people

of the UK make clear sighted decisions on

their engagement with China. In an era of

an exponential rise of misinformation and

uninformed debate, our aim is to

differentiate 'the noise' from robust,

evidenced and well constructed

information. We highlight high quality

commentary and research and support

those who are already, or could become

Britain's leading talents on China.

The current debate on China in the UK is

too often dominated by 'hawks' and

'apologists'. This can lead to over

simplification and poor decision making. 

The UKNCC seeks to promote a broader,

nuanced debate without entertaining

extreme views or perpetuating false silos. 
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If an ecological civilisation means

harmony between humans and

nature, then now is the moment to

put it into practice, both within

China and on the global stage.

https://www.wri.org/insights/china-can-save-forests-while-strengthening-its-economic-resilience
https://www.wri.org/news/statement-china-commits-stronger-climate-targets-climate-ambition-summit
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